The Inductee Exam is scheduled for Monday, May 4 at 7:00 pm in AVW2328. The exam will be worth 10 pts toward induction. You need 70/100 pts to pass the exam. The format of the exam is as follows:

**50 pts – Society questions**

Names of current inductees: (note: this list is inductees who have paid their dues as of now, so you only need to memorize these)

- Matthew Du
- Vincent Ly
- William Gunnarsson
- Brian Isgantis
- Emily Ruppel
- Keith McKenzie
- William Heimsoth
- Tony Zhang

HKN Officers:

- Eric Palasik – President
- Jeffrey Dowell – Vice President
- Richard Erickson – Treasurer
- Chad Wallace – Induction Co-Chair
- Brent Schlotfeldt – Induction Co-Chair
- Leah Xu – Outreach chair
- Monique Dalton – Fundraising Chair
- Kate Tolstaya – Professional Chair
- Emmanuel Esparza - Webmaster

Founder of Eta Kappa Nu: Maurice L. Carr

Date Founded: 1904

University: University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
The letters HKN were chosen from the first, fourth, and last letter of the Greek word of amber or electron, HΛEKTΠON.

HKN Shield/Coat of Arms:

Fig. 1: HKN Shield

Look at website, under “The HKN Shield”, for detailed descriptions of the symbolism being each of the elements, which include:

- The Caduceus
- The Hand of Jupiter
- The Silver Band
- The Wheatstone Bridge
- The Scroll

30 pts – Technical questions

One circuit question
One digital logic question
One sorting algorithms question
20 pts – Fun questions!